
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a software engineers. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for software engineers

Australian citizenship (to be able to gain Australian Defence Security
Clearance)
Collaborate with multiple AI product teams to understand their workflow
requirements (cars, healthcare, ), and the various tradeoffs between
flexibility/model exploration and performance
Build state-of-the-art performance systems using the latest GPU and CUDA
techniques
Build tools that will increase the productivity of teams developing AI-based
systems
Support development of UI software systems as a member of the UI
development team
Translate derived requirements into UI designs and implementation
Creates and executes software designs for key UI components of new
functionality as part of the software project
The successful candidate will be hands on and very organised - a clear
communicator at all levels and always thinking ahead
Develop robust and reliable products and technology platforms for the
control and monitoring of industrial control processes in the harshest of
environments
Work with Project Managers in the preparation of project work plans, scopes,
schedules and budgets from a technical perspective

Qualifications for software engineers
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The right team – the opportunity to work with a variety of clients and bright
colleagues, working towards the same goals and achieving them together
Unconstrained thinking - the opportunity to turn accepted wisdom on its
head and the freedom to think independently
Exceptional results – our varied experience and wide range of services allow
our people to broaden their skills and knowledge whilst delivering
exceptional results for our clients
Lasting impact – our work goes beyond getting the job done
Awareness of full stack development, database, services and user interface
Understanding of tools across full software delivery lifecycle, IDE, source
control, CI, test, mocking, work tracking, defect management, etc


